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A common belief held by business students is that any type of involvement
outside the classroom will translate into better prospects for one's career. It is important
that students understand that each experience is unique and geared towards developing
different skill sets. Through this research project the benefits of the 4 primary types of
outside the classroom experiences, and how they relate to a student's confidence level
and career preparation were pinpointed. The four main experiences encountered by
organizational management students are: internships, studying abroad, student
organizations, and the Experiential Learning Center projects.
My research methods included gathering data from a survey that was given to all
organizational management majors, along with individual interviews following survey
completion. The survey data focuses on three main areas, which are current confidence

level, plan moving forward following graduation, and amount of current professional
networks.
My findings concluded that both internships and studying abroad seem to be sure
ways of increasing a student's confidence (both in self and actual abilities) and help with
the decision making process concerning one's career. Student organization experience
can be just as effective, but it requires the most motivation and from the student to take
full advantage of such an opportunity. ELC projects are still in the beginning stages;
however, the benefits are there for the taking and the opportunity seems to be emerging
as a way to increase confidence and career development.
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Introduction

The College of Business does a tremendous job of preparing all students for what lies
ahead as students near the end of their undergraduate studies. Every student hopes to land that
dream job or attend the most prestigious graduate program in order to continue on his or her
journeyed path. Despite the excellent faculty and staff that present the classroom material in a
way that best relates the classroom to the business world, it is up to the students to take
advantage of the opportunities outside the classroom. Based on student results from the survey,
there currently seem to be 4 primary ways students can enhance their classroom experience to
help make the transition to the real world. They include taking part in an internship, studying
abroad, joining a business student organization, and applying for an ELC project.

Focus of Interest:
The focus of this research project will be on senior organizational management
majors and the extent to which the above named experiences influenced one's confidence
and career development.

Brief Summary of Each of the 4 Primary Student Opportunities within the College of Business:
Internships are heavily promoted on the NIU campus, and through various internship
fairs and guest speakers students are exposed to countless companies spanning many industries.
Even though the economy has seen better days, the number of internships available has remained
steady giving students some flexibility when deciding on which internships fit their interests. Of
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the 24 organizational management students surveyed, 11 students have had the opportunity to
start and complete an internship during their time here at NIU.
Studying abroad is an experience that takes the classroom to a whole other level. Leaving
one's country to learn and practice business acumen elsewhere is quite a drastic change from the
normal everyday life cycle in the home country. NIU provides multiple opportunities every
semester for students to study abroad, and they even help finance a portion of the trip through
scholarship endowments. Only 3 students surveyed took part in a study abroad experience. So
why is it that student total so low? Is it because of the money it costs to travel outside the
country, or are students nervous and scared to enter a new country because it requires an
adaption to a completely new way of learning and acting? Could it also be the fact that students
can't wrap their minds around the amount of knowledge, understanding, and appreciation for
another's culture that can be gained by such an experience? Whatever it may be, few students
took the chance to study abroad, which means that most students may have missed a glorious
opportunity that could have increased their confidence and led to a better idea what type of
career would be most desirable.
The easiest way to get involved outside the classroom is by joining a management student
organization. Organizational management students can join 3 primary management student
organizations. They are Society for the Advancement of Management, Sigma Iota Epsilon, and
Management Student Advisory Board. Each organization has a different purpose for its
existence, but all three are student run and allow great interaction and opportunities for students
to take on responsibilities and tasks that work toward the overall good of the organization.
Eleven students surveyed are a part of at least one of the three organizations mentioned, which
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begs the question whether or not students are joining because of the simple process needed to
join, or if there is another reason not visible to the naked eye of why many students chose to join.
The

4th

way a student can enhance the classroom learning is by participating in an

Experiential Learning Center project. This opportunity has only been only around since the year
2000, but is becoming more popular and attractive for students each semester. Competition to
win one of the spots on such a project is fierce and may be a main reason why only two of the
surveyed participants had a chance to partake in such a project. Luckily, we have those 2
student's accounts on why and how an ELC project is different from other opportunities and how
it can help a student's career development and confidence following the experience.
Whatever the opportunity or experience may be, taking a step outside the classroom can
(more often than not) benefit a student over the long term, especially as the first 4 years of
college come to a close. Each of the 4 experiences explained above offer different opportunities
and chances to explore new areas and develop new skills. Up to this point, there has been little
way of telling to what degree each of these opportunities can have on the overall confidence of a
student and his/her career development, and sense of direction as graduation looms near. An indepth coverage on each of the 4 opportunities will allow the college and me to determine what
experience(s) enhance a student's education, self confidence, and path towards success the best.
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Internships

The moment a student enters college, internships are presented as a way to "get your foot
in the door," and begin the search for a job following graduation. Internships get so much talk,
but to what extent do they really help students reach their career goals and allow them to have an
increase in confidence and success following the first few years of college? This is a question
most people don't consider, rather it seems it's a given that an internship is a MUST to take that
next step from college to the real world.
Before exploring my own research results and findings, I will focus on a few studies that
all culminate into 1 major study performed by Jack Gault, John Redington, and Tammy
Schlager, that explores the relationship between internship experience and career preparation
(both intrinsically and extrinsically). After I explain their results, conclusions, and the
importance of such findings, I will transition into my own research.

Background Studies:
Internships are part of a much broader category of higher education programs that
primarily involves learning through employment within a specific position or job (Gault,
Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 46). There are 3 types of programs that fall into this higher
education learning program (Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 46). They are cooperative
extension, cooperative education, and then of course internships (Gault, Redington, & Schlager,
2000, p 46). The norm today is primarily internships, and these are the "higher education
programs" that most students seek to pursue before they graduate. A typical internship program
has four criteria: 1) set amount of work hours 2) paid or unpaid 3) credit for class is optional 4)
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oversight is provided by either the university or company of which the internship is for (Gault,
Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 46).
With that said, the question remains to what extent an internship has on confidence and
career success. In 1990 Craig Kelley and Ralph Gaedeke evaluated both student and employer
hiring criteria for students just coming out of college (Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 47).
They found there to be 6 common areas that were agreed upon as areas that were necessary for
career success to occur (Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 47.) These included oral
communication, written communication, problem solving, analytical skills, computer
applications, and leadership/teamwork

skills (Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 47).

A study done 6 years later by Fahri Karakaya and Fera Karakaya focused solely on what
employers felt were ideal traits to have as an incoming employee (Gault, Redington, & Schlager,
2000, p 47.) The study accepted the 6 areas concluded from the Kelly and Gaedeke findings, but
added a

ih

dimension, that being information (Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 47). Over

the next couple of years, other researchers conducted interviews with both employers and
employees and added various elements based on their studies that they felt were beneficial for an
employee to have when starting a new job. These included job networking, job interviewing,
resume writing, and proposal writing (Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 48). Jack Gault,
John Redington, and Tammy Schlager took these various studies and compiled the diverse skills
into four main areas, which were communication skills, academic skills, leadership skills, and
job acquisition skills (p 48.) With these 4 skill areas, Gault, Redington, and Schlager were able to
conduct a survey based on the question of whether or not a relationship existed between entrylevel successes and completing internships.
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The study consisted of 144 business alumni of a midsized northeastern U. S. public
university, with 96 of those students having completed an internship and 46 not sharing in the
experience (Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 49). Both groups of student were asked to
rate how well they felt the university had prepared them for their careers. The group that
completed internships were also asked to rate how well they felt their internships prepared them
for career success (Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 49). (There was no significant
differences in the distribution of the five key sampling criteria, which were age, experience,
GPA, gender, and major).
Interns rated the internship experiences higher for career preparation than they did for the
university alone under 2 of the 5 skills that fall into the academic category (Gault, Redington, &
Schlager, 2000, p 49). Interns also rated 2 of the 4 job acquisition skills and 1 of the 2
interpersonal skills higher because of their internship experiences (Gault, Redington, & Schlager,
2000, P 49).
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These results would lead one to believe that internships do in fact provide a better career
preparation than a university can alone. As the study suggests though, one must take into account
that the internship experience may have just been timelier than the material taken away from the
classroom.
The authors believe that a conclusion cannot be drawn from the data to suggest that
internship experiences provide more career preparation than a university can alone (Gault,
Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 49). I beg to differ because regardless of the timing of an
internship, it still allows students to gain that real world experience that cannot learned in the
classroom. I feel internships do in fact take the classroom one-step further and expose students to
areas of learning not present in the classroom, thus better preparing students for career
development and the ability to increase their confidence at the same time.
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Although Gault, Redington, and Schlager did not conclude any such findings from their
study on career preparation, they decided to take their initial survey 1 step further and determine
if there was any significant difference between interns and non-interns on the outcomes of initial
career success. The 2 areas measured concerned 1) how long did it take for a student to obtain a
job after graduation, and 2) what level of compensation was each student currently receiving
(Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 50). Students that had internships scored higher on both
of these areas, (shown in TABLE 2 below) leading Gault, Redington, and Schlager to conclude
that initial intrinsic career success can be positively affected by having an internship (p 50).
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This was the 15t study that analyzed the effects of internships on skill preparation and the
early careers of recent college business graduates (Gault, Redington, & Schlager, 2000, p 52).
Although the study was unable to draw a conclusion based on how well the internal skills
gathered from internships translated into career success, it can realistically be believed that
internships playa key role in allowing students to bridge the gap between the classroom and the
real world, and gain the experience that is necessary to move forth after graduation.
One major finding that can be taken away from the Gault, Redington, and Schlager study
is that an internship experience can help a student in more than just one skill area. Whether it is
academic skills, job acquisition skills, or interpersonal skills, internships can enhance any or all
of these areas for a student. All these skills are important at any level in business, and the results
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from the study highlight the profound impact it seems an internship can have on a business
student.
The Gault, Redington, and Schlager study is very broad in the sense that it included all
business majors. In my study that will be talked about below (and throughout the paper), only
senior organizational management majors were surveyed and interviewed to get a better sense of
how internships affect students earning a degree in that specific business field.

Original Study Research on Internships from Survey
When ranking the various outside the classroom activities (which included study abroad,
management student organizations, leadership roles as part of the student organizations, ELC
projects, internships, speaker events, and other, with 1 being the most important and 7 the least
important), on how important they were and the effect they have on a student's confidence and
recognition of desired path following graduation, survey participants ranked internships the
highest with an average score of 1.43. When asked, why is it believed that internships are the
most crucial in the development of career path and level of confidence, survey participants that
ranked internships as their number one choice responded with the following statements and
beliefs:
•

Provides the best real world experience that is needed to be successful

•

Employers want students that have had some type of internship experience

•

Allows real world experience that can bring people out of their shells, giving them a
better overall understanding of the business world

•

Provides real world experience that provide leadership opportunities that can lead to an
increase in confidence
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•

Allows for "hands on" problem solving and an understanding of long term organizational
strategies

•

Provides real world experience for a potential career and allows students to make many
contacts within that company that can lead to the next job

•

Gain firsthand experience of what the real world is like and get a feel for what is
expected at that level

•

Increases students awareness and rate of adaptability

•

The process of obtaining an internship is the same for obtaining a job

Below is a table that represents how interns and non-interns scored on the student survey in
terms of current confidence level, plan after graduation, and level of networks. An analysis of
each determining factor will be provided below the table.
TABLE 3

Students with Internships
(Students without internships)
N=l1

Student Data
Numbers

(N=13)

Percentages

Responding/T otal
Confidence
Level
Plan After
Graduation
Networks> 7

10/11
(4/13)

7/11
(7/13)

Average (FOR CONFIDENCE
LEVEL) with 1 Being Very
Unconfident and 7 Being Very
Confident
5.82
(5.31)

90.9%
(30.8%)
63.6%
(53.8%)

The data shows that students claiming to have had an internship had (on average) a 5.82
confidence level in terms of how confident they are in their abilities relating to the business
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world at this time, (on a scale from 1-7 with 1 being very unconfident and 7 being very
confident). This compares to an average of 5.31 for students who have not had an internship.
Both number fall between 5 (somewhat confident) and 6 (confident), which is great for students
that will be graduating this semester. Although the difference is slight, it does show that students
with internship experience have a stronger belief in themselves to be successful. Data collected
from individual interviews with students who have had internships helps support the notion that
an internship can help students' confidence in themselves (and is shown in TABLE 4 below).

•

Achievement

of something great, giving me more confidence in all aspects of my life

•

Sense of achievement,

•

Felt good about the end-result,

allowing me to pull together concepts from the classroom
yet relieved because of the challenges I was unsure

that I could overcome
•

Joy about completing the tasks successfully throughout

•

More confident and better appreciation

•

Able to learn from experiences that I had not anticipated

the internship

of how businesses run
I would encounter

Another characteristic that my study assessed was a student's plan, or lack thereof, upon
graduation. If a student has a job lined up, possible leads, or has made the decision to attend
graduate school, then they are considered to have a "plan." An astounding 90.9% of students that
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had an internship say they have a "plan" after graduation. Only 30.8% of students without an
internship said they had a "plan." One other area that can be compared to help see if internships
are a solid way to enhance one's abilities is the number of professional networks a student has
formed during hislher time in the College of Business. About 64% of survey participants with
experience in internships claimed to have 7 or more networks at the time of the survey. This
compares to only 53.8% of students without internships that claimed to have 7 or more network
connections. An internship in and of itself usually provides many networking opportunities and
gives students a great way to build a business network within that one company.
A few conclusions can be determined from the percentages and averages calculated based
on the student survey. All 3 factors (confidence level, number of networks, and plan after
graduation) were positively correlated with an internship experience. Students who usually seek
out internships tend to be those who plan ahead and consciously aware of where they want to be
after graduation and know the steps to get there. The confidence that students receive from an
internship experience can be directly applied to decisions concerning one's career. Internships
allow students to figure out what they can and cannot do, what type of job will suit them the best,
and what factors they must consider and weigh before making decisions that will affect their
careers.
One other factor that companies usually provide for students that perform well on the
internship is a job offer at the completion of the experience. If students liked the internship and
want to continue working for the company, than they can accept the job offer and according to
my survey, are considered to have a plan upon graduation.
The level of networks created by those students with internship experience was higher
than students without internship experience, but the difference was minimal (63.6% of surveyed
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interns with 7 or more networks and 53.8% of surveyed non-interns with 7 or more networks).
The reason the percentage is higher could be because internships are a great way to seek out
working professionals within the company, but internships usually do not allow for exploration
or expansion to find networks outside that specific company. In addition, the richness of such
networks cannot be measured, thus it is hard to determine if students with internship experiences
have better formed networks or not.
Without a doubt, internships serve as a stepping-stone, bringing students closer to
knowing specifically what they want their future to entail. As mentioned by one such student
from the individual interviews, internships serve as a "test drive" for a possible career.
Internships mayor may not have a serious impact on the number of networks a student gains, but
the impact it has on confidence and career development (in terms of finding ajob or attending
graduate school) is undeniable.
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Study Abroad

Background Study:
"It will change your life. You'll come back a new person." This is a quote written in the ..
article entitled The Benefits a/Study Abroad, and it describes the experience students can receive
when they take the opportunity to travel to other parts of the world to learn (Dwyer & Peters,
2006). The first large scale survey was conducted by the International Education of Students, and
it surveyed more than 3400 respondents from study abroad programs during the Fall, Spring and
Summer semesters from 1950-1999 (Dwyer & Peters, 2006). The results of the survey are shown
below.
TABLE 5
Study Abroad

Experience

,----..
--,------r ----.,......
----"--'
-----_
.-.-

%
%FaU % pring
%
Full
%
emester Semester Summer
Total
!Year
J
D;·-·e-Io-p-m-.
-el-1t------.l'---·.........!-·---'--'-----~-L.-....---~---1

Sur\"~y It~m

I

1 Personal

I

I

Source:
Dwyer and
Peters

Within the personal development area, the trait that stands out the most is selfconfidence. About 96% of survey participants believed that studying abroad increased their self
confidence (Dwyer & Peters, 2006). Along the same lines of personal development, 97 % of the
participants believed that the experience allowed them to increase their maturity (Dwyer &
Peters, 2006). Both of these personal development traits are highly sought after in the job market
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and allow an individual to leave that pre-adolescent phase and step into the competitive business
world with an open mind and strong sense of self.
fABLE
Study Abroad

Experience

%.
Full
Year

Survey Item
Intercultural

6

Development

I Helped me better understand my

I cultural values and biases

0\\

Influenced me to seek om a greater
diversity of friends
Continues to influence inrerac .
with people from different cul

Source:
Dwyer and
Peters

Developing a sense of culture, not only within your home country but also abroad, is a
key dynamic that is becoming more prevalent in today's society. Globalization is steadily
increasing, which means that every individual employee must be cognizant of how his or her
actions and words will be perceived by someone of a different culture. Before one can
understand another's culture, he or she must understand his or her own culture and values. The
data shows that 98% of participants were able to better understand their own culture and beliefs
after partaking in the study abroad experience (Dwyer & Peters, 2006). These individuals are in a
much better position to begin understanding other cultures because they have a firm foundation
of whom they are and what their values mean.
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TABLE 7
Study Abroad Experience
%
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The last area the survey studied was in career development. On average, 62% of survey
participants believed that the study abroad experience helped them acquire the necessary skill
sets that were needed to come to terms with a career path that was most desirable (Dwyer &
Peters, 2006).
Stepping outside one's comfort zone is never an easy thing to do, and most people are
against doing it at all. Study abroad experiences force students to step outside their comfort
zones whether they like it or not (Dwyer & Peters, 2006). Is this a good or bad thing? According
to one article, Stepping up to Study Abroad, American businesses are scrabbling for new hires
that have a better sense of the world (Reginald, 2007). Thomas A. Russco, vice chairman of
Lehman Brothers put it best when he said, "Study abroad experience in an applicant is valuable
since, as a global firm, we like our employees to be knowledgeable about not only local matters,
but also about other places and cultures in which we participate as a business." (Reginald 2007).
Like the internship study, the study abroad findings covered a broad area of students
across various majors spanning 50 years. I took a closer look at NIU's senior Organizational
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Management majors, to see what effect students felt a study abroad experience could have (or
already has) on the level of confidence and career development for an individual.

Original Study Research on Study Abroad from Survey:
Study abroad ranked

4th

overall in how important the experience was in relation to the

effect it had on a student's confidence and recognition of desired path following graduation, with
an average score of 3.7 (on a scale of 1 to 7 with 1 being most important and 7 being the least
important). I believe one of the main reasons why the study abroad experience ranked much
lower in comparison to internships and other experiences is because a majority of students have
not had the chance to study abroad. The traveling experience seems to be one that you "have to
see it to believe it," and many students may have ranked study abroad with an average ranking
just because they are unsure of what exactly a study abroad experience can have on someone.
Three students that have studied abroad were included within my survey and 2/3 ranked studying
abroad as the number one way to increase confidence and help career development.

The 2

students who ranked study abroad as their number one choices claimed the following:
TABLE 8

Paraphrased and Quoted Responses from Selected Students Answering the
Question
"Why did rank study abroad opportunities ahead of all other activities?"

•

"My internship was vital for my development as a professional, but my study
abroad experience was crucial for my development as a person."

•

The experience made all other aspects of school easier, and allowed me to make
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sense of the business world and how to succeed.

Below is a table that shows how both, students that did and did not study abroad, scored
on the student survey in terms of current confidence level, plan after graduation, and level of
networks. An analysis of each determining factor will be provided below the table.
TABLE 9

Students that Studied Abroad
(Students that did not Study Abroad)
N=3
(N=21)

Student Data
Numbers

Percentages

Responding/Total
Confidence
Level
Plan After
Graduation
Networks> 7

3/3
(12/21)
2/3
(12//21)

Average (FOR CONFIDENCE
LEVEL) with 1 Being Very
Unconfident and 7 Being Very
Confident
6.00
(5.53)

100%
(57.1%)
66.7%
(57.1%)

It is hard to compare confidence levels (or any other statistics for that matter) because
only 3 students had the opportunity to share in the experience; however, all three of these
students ranked their current confidence levels with a 6/7. All other students who did not share in
a study abroad experience averaged a confidence level at 5.53. Even though these numbers are a
very small sample and there is not a large enough sample to draw conclusions, a trend can be
seen as all three study abroad participants had higher confidence levels than the average student.
In addition, as was discussed earlier, the results from the International Education of Students
survey showed that 96% of students left the experience with more confidence than they had
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before the occurrence. I believe one of the main reasons why there is an increase in confidence
because the experience really allows someone to be on their own, (independent) overcome initial
culture obstacles, and come away from the experience with a sense of accomplishment and
feeling that they can be successful in any country doing any job. Some of the individual accounts
on study abroad experiences help support this reasoning.
TABLE 10

Paraphrased Reponses from Selected Students Answering the Question
"What is one thing gained from studying abroad that cannot be learned from
any other activities?"
•

Learning how to act when you are out of your element, while still remaining
professional and respectful of others

•

Ability to experience and appreciate a different culture and different way of life

•

Interacting with another culture and embracing it. It adds another dimension to
your knowledge and way of thinking

TABLE 11

Paraphrased Reponses from Selected Students Answering the Question
"If you didn't study abroad, would your confidence level still be the same as it is
today?"
•

No, I learned so much about myself from the experience, which strengthened

my

values and confidence to branch out and go for what I believe in.
•

Definitely not-studying
job search.

abroad has given me a big boost in interviewing and the
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Two ofthe three (or 66.7%) surveyed study abroad students felt that they had created at
least 7 different networks throughout their time in the College of Business. The third student felt
he only had 2-4 networks at this time. About 57% of students that have not studied abroad
claimed to have at least 7 networks. Again these numbers do not hold much validity; however, it
could be the case that study abroad opportunities open up one's eyes to the life outside the home
country, but these occurrences don't automatically lead to an overwhelming amount of
connections that may lead to a large network of sorts. From study abroad experiences alone, it is
difficult to tell if it has a major impact on a student's number of networks.
All three study abroad participants (100%) have a plan of attack upon graduation,
whether that is graduate school or joining the business workforce to apply their management
skills and practices. Only 57.1 % of survey participants without a study abroad experience can
say they have a definite plan after graduation. I feel these numbers would be very similar if more
study abroad participants took this survey because of the fact that an individual's confidence
level increases dramatically, giving a student a much better sense of direction and the confidence
to be successful at whatever the next step may be.
Like internships, students that seek out study abroad opportunities are usually proactive
and self motivated, wanting to experience new challenges and comes to terms with who they are
as a person. Above all else, it seems study abroad opportunities raise one's confidence levels and
give an individual a true identity that can be used in almost any business career. Knowing who
you are as an individual can really narrow down the possibilities for the future, helping an
individual realize what the best decision may be and how to quickly act upon it. Having a better
understanding of various cultures and values means a better understanding of how to associate
with people unlike yourself, which leads others to perceive you in a better way. Study abroad
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opportunities challenge individuals to think for themselves and find ways to eliminate the
barriers set forth by cultural differences. From this unique experience with confidence gained,
students are more aware of what type of career will fit their values and be in line with who they
are as a person.
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Management Student Organizations

Before I explore my own research findings on student involvement in management
organizations, I want to focus on what a management student organization stands for. The
University of Pittsburgh's business student organization operating manual provides an excellent
account on the importance and existence of such organizations, and will be used for this section.
The operating manual will also serve as a model to judge NIU's own management student
organizations. A clearer understanding of the focus and purpose of student organizations, both
here at NIU and elsewhere, will allow me to present my own research findings and results to see
what themes may exist.

Background Information:
Getting involved in business organizations is another way students can create the most
from their college experience and enhance their confidence and career development. The
University of Pittsburgh's business student organization operating manual provides one such
account on the purposes and reasons for having business student organizations. The University of
Pittsburgh's operating manual feels the most important purpose of student organizations is to
provide the means by which students can practice and develop their leadership skills that can be
carried over to one's career (Student Organization Operating Manual, 2005). The college's
operating manual also compares business student organizations to the process of running a small
business. Every organization needs a clear vision and mission, and those values must be shared
among all members in order to be an effective organization (Student Organization Operating
Manual, 2005). In addition, the manual claims that students in business organizations must
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realize that the organization is bigger than the individuals, thus they have to constantly prepare
for and deal with changes that take place each year (Student Organization Operating Manual,
2005).
Dealing with change is never easy, but business student organizations allow students the
chance to come face to face with "change" and decide what decisions need to be made.
Executive board positions also open up quite frequently and serve as an excellent opportunity for
students. Becoming more than just a member, being an executive board representative exposes
students to having to make decisions, delegate responsibilities, run meetings, make budgets, and
deal with the conflict and drama that is present in all student groups. Like a small business, new
challenges arise daily that must be dealt with and accomplished in order to move forward. This
serves as a great instrument for students to take advantage of so that they can practice their
leadership skills and develop new traits that can be used in the future.
Although the operating structure and leadership positions within each business student
organization is critical, there is another component of student organizations that students look to
take advantage of. Being in a business student organization means that a student has the chance
to observe and network with working professionals that may come to speaking events at various
points throughout the semester. Having numerous networks is a point that is stressed because
you never know whom you may run into and how that occurrence could possibly lead to an
internship or job.

NIU Student Organizations:
The operating manual from the University of Pittsburgh is similar to what NIU wants to
create from their own business management organizations. I want to focus on the 3 main
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organizations that organizational management students join to increase their leadership
development to see if there is any relationship between organizational involvement and the
degree of confidence and success that is reached as a result of that participation. The three
business organizations are: Society for the Advancement of Management (SAM), Sigma Iota
Epsilon (SIE), and Management Student Advisory Board (MSAB).
SAM has a focus on bringing in guest speakers that can attest to various management
roles and provide advice for students pursuing a career in management (Student Organizations,
Society for the Advancement of Management section, paragraph 5). The organization has
countless ways for students to become better acquainted with the field of management and
become better prepared upon graduation. SAM also has an executive board that deals with the
necessary duties that must be performed in order to be an effective organization.
SIE is an honorary professional management fraternity that has a GPA requirement that has to be
met to join. According the website, the general purpose of the organization is twofold: "To
encourage and recognize scholastic excellence and to promote cooperation between the academic
and practical aspects of management" (Student Organizations, Sigma Iota Epsilon Section,
paragraph 3). The organization has five main goals: (Student Organizations, Sigma Iota Epsilon
Section, paragraph 3)
1. To stimulate interest and achievement in the field of management
2. To stimulate scholarships in management
3. To facilitate contacts between students and practicing managers
4. To recognize persons who have made contributions to the field of management
5. To gain recognition of the contribution and value of scholastic achievements in the
management discipline
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Like SAM, SIE brings in guest speakers to generate and form a network between students
and working professionals, along with a standard executive board. SIE wants to recognize
students with outstanding academic achievement and ensure that they are receiving the
stimulation and practical knowledge that provides a leg up on the competition when it is carried
over to one's career.
The third organization is MSAB. Their three main goals are: 1 ) to adequately reflect and
represent student views 2) to advise the department on all matters in which students have a
substantial interest 3) to develop and coordinate procedures to select faculty for excellence in
teaching awards (Student Organizations, Management Student Advisory Board section,
paragraph 2). Different from the previous two organizations, MSAB members serve as a liaison
between students and faculty. This opportunity gives students a unique chance to find out how
their fellow classmates feel and what changes they may want to see within the management
department, and then translate those ideas to the faculty in a persuasive and "business like" way.
This type of experience cannot be replicated in other organizations or career experiences, and
seems to give students a great understanding of how to negotiate and determine what issues need
attention and how to get that accomplished.
Besides just the "business" aspect of all three organizations, they do allow for social
interaction among members which promotes the ideas for fundraisers, and other various social
activities that allow for an organization and its members to feel connected. Each organization has
a distinct culture and that culture is shared by all members and carried out in a way the members
feel is necessary. Like the real business world, there is time for work, yet there needs to be time
for enjoyment and relaxation to keep things fresh and keep everyone energized and encouraged
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to do their best. Thus, I think management student organizations give students a little taste of the
necessary balance between work and enjoyment.

Original Study Research on Organization Involvement from Survey:
There is no doubt that participating in a student organization can be helpful to the
development of an individual and his or her abilities to have increased confidence and success
after college, but how do these type of experiences compare to the likes of internships and study
abroad ventures?
Involvement in management student organizations ranked fifth overall with an average
score of 4.43, in terms of how well students feel this type of opportunity can affect a student's
confidence and career development. Having a leadership position as part of a student
organization ranked third overall with an average score of3.39. The reason why having a
leadership position ranked higher is (most likely) because the more involved a student is within
an organization, the more opportunities that student has to practice leadership skills and learn
how to enhance certain capabilities that may be weak. Just being a member of an organization
means very little, unless that student takes the initiative to find ways to contribute to the overall
mission of the organization, become more involved in the decisions being made, and make the
most of the opportunities to interact with various speakers that may be present. I also believe that
involvement in these organizations ranked lower than both internships and studying abroad
because those two opportunities give an individual a direct chance to try something new, test it
out, and take away new skills and ideas about moving forward. Many times, management student
organizations do not provide that direct experience, rather the experience one is looking for must
be sought out in order to receive anything other than ordinary from the organization.
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Below is a table that represents students' involvement in management student
organizations and what that implies in terms of current confidence level, plan after graduation,
and level of networks. An analysis of each determining factor will be provided below the table.

TABLE 12

Students that Joined a Management Student Organization
(Students that did not Join a Management Student Organization)
N=l1

Student Data
Numbers

(N=13)

Percentages

Responding/Total
Confidence
Level
Plan After
Graduation
Networks> 7

8/11
(5/13)
7/11
(7/13)

Average (FOR CONFIDENCE
LEVEL) with 1 Being Very
Unconfident and 7 Being Very
Confident
5.54
(5.69)

72.7%
(38.4%)
63.6%
(53.8%)

The average confidence level for those students involved in a management student
organization was actually lower (5.54), than was the average for students not partaking in any of
the three main management student organizations (5.69). This statistic may be surprising at first;
however, as I mentioned previously, if students within these organizations do not take a
proactive approach, than they are likely to gain nothing from the experience and it may actually
deter their hopes and chances of future successes. Unfortunately there was no data collected
pertaining to the average confidence level of those students who have had (or currently have) a
leadership position within one of the three management organizations, but I think the average
number would be much higher than 5.69. Students taking on those leadership roles are much
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more likely to gain something out of the organizational experience and would be in prime
position to use their leadership involvement towards the greater goal of creating future successes
for themselves.
As was seen from the two prior experiences (internships and study abroad), the
percentage of students in student organizations with 7 or more networks is again above 50%
(currently at 63.6%), and when compared with students not in organizations the average score
lowers to 53.8%. One would initially think that since student organizations provide excellent
opportunities for students to network and interact with speakers on a bi-weekly basis that the
percentage would be higher; but that is not the case from the data. Again, I can reach back to the
fact that some students may not take the opportunities within the student organizations to
network as they should, thereby decreasing their chances of coming in contact with new
networks. I also believe that since there is no way of knowing how rich and powerful each
network or new connection actually is, the percentages listed for each surveyed student holds
little weight. Not knowing the exact effectiveness of each newly created network makes it
difficult to determine the reliability of "number of networks" as being an indicator of an increase
in a student's confidence or career development.
About 72% of surveyed students involved in these three management organizations
claimed to have a plan following graduation, whereas only 38.4% of students not in these
organizations say they have a direct plan after this final semester. Even though the involvement
in one ofthese three organizations results in a lower percentage (72.6%) when compared to
students that had internships (90.9%) or study abroad experience (100%), the percentage is still
favorable to conclude that involvement in student organizations is beneficial to a student's
planning and finding what the next step should be after graduation.
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Everyone has different views concerning management student organizations. Below are
some accounts from students that joined these organizations, giving more credibility to the
effectiveness of these organizations and how they differ from other opportunities.
TABLE 13

Paraphrased Reponses from Selected Students Answering the Question
"What do you feel student organizations provide for students that no other
activity does?"
•

Through guest speakers, opportunities to network and find out about possible
internships and jobs.

•

Organizations offer personal encounters in an informal setting, unlike anything that
occurs in the classroom.

•

Provide ways for students with minimal leadership skills an opportunity to grow
and find ways to better their leadership styles.

•

Student organizations provide many ways to experiment with ideas and find out
what works and what does not.

•

Organizations within the COB provide an excellent opportunity to become creative
and figure out how to motivate people (without paying them). These tools can then
be carried over into your job.

TABLE 14

Paraphrased Response from Selected Student Answering the Question
"Why did you rank having a leadership role in a student organization ahead of
all other activities?"
•

I learned how to properly get things accomplished and have much more experience
as to how to motivate different individuals.
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These answers from the previous two tables include both the leadership role aspect of
organizations as well as the networking/being able to meet business professionals. Both areas are
of importance to student organizations because they can contribute to a student's overall abilities
and chances of making the most out of such an experience.
After putting together some of the data and beliefs from above, a few underlying themes
present themselves. First, the confidence level of students that joined management organizations
is below that of students that did not join any such organization. Again, as was mentioned
previously, confidence usually increases with involvement, but involvement (after membership is
attained) in an organization is not mandatory and could be a main reason why the confidence
level is lower. It is hard to tell how effective the networks are for students involved in
management organizations, but it could be suggested that lower confidence levels could lead to
fewer networks that in tum leads to a middling percentage of having a "plan" after graduation
(72.6%). Overall, student organizations do provide ways for students to make more of the
business experience, but unless students take the next step to involve themselves within that
organization, the effect an organization will have on a student's confidence and career
development will be limited and much less than could be found in an internship or study abroad
expenence.
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Experiential Learning Center

Background Information:
There is one very unique opportunity within the College of Business called the
Experiential Learning Center (ELC) that allows students to act as junior consultants and work
side by side with a real company to solve real problems. The college of business connects teams
of students with actual companies to help solve real business issues. Since spring 2000, over 600
students have partaken in over 100 projects with 58 different companies (Where the Classroom
Meets the Business World, 2011). This opportunity is taken as a 3-credit class alongside the
other classes taken for the semester, yet it allows for a much higher degree of learning and hands
on experience than could never be matched in a classroom. Within the projects, there are many
challenges that the teams have to overcome, very similar to what is expected in the real world
where problems often arise. The ELC gives students great insight and practice on how to
effectively work in a cross functional team to accomplish the goals that the participating
company hopes to conquer.
As is mentioned again and again on the ELC website, this type of opportunity serves as a
"fresh perspective," bridging the gap between the classroom and business world (Where the
Classroom Meets the Business World, 2011). In some ways ELC projects parallel the
experiences obtained from an internship. I would argue though that an ELC project provides a
direct opportunity to make recommendations and decisions as to how a company should
implement the proposed idea to solve their current business issue. Many times internships do not
allow students to get in-touch with such larger decisions that will affect the company in the long
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term. Serving as a junior consultant, ELC projects can have a lasting impact on a student's
confidence and may even lead to that first job after college.

Original Study on Results from ELC Projects from Survey:
The ELC projects provide unique opportunities for students to work alongside proven
companies, while still being a full time student. Two such students that were surveyed had the
chance to be a part of an ELC project, so their results will be compared against those students
who have not completed an ELC project to see to what degree such an experience has for a
student's overall development in college.
An ELC experience ranked second overall (behind internships but ahead of studying
abroad and involvement in student organizations) on how important the experience is to a
student's confidence and career development. It is surprising to see that only 2 of the surveyed
students had the chance to be a part of an ELC project, yet most students believed such an
experience to be highly effective when assessing the areas of confidence and career
development. The reasons more students have not partaken in an ELC project is unknown, but
after assessing the data and percentages, a realistic reason may present itself.
The results from the survey are not substantive because of the fact that only 2 students
shared in the experience, similar to the study abroad results, which were based on only 3
students' experiences and thoughts. Unlike the study abroad experience results, which seem to be
a good indication of how most students would score if did in fact study abroad, the ELC findings
are quite the opposite.
Both students that participated in an ELC project claimed to have between 5-7 networks,
which (as discussed throughout my research) still makes it hard to determine the usefulness and
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effectiveness of these networks. For confidence levels now, one ELC student scored a 6/7 (6
being confident) and the other scored a 3/7 (3 being somewhat unconfident). These numbers are
on opposite sides of the confidence interval, which does not allow for any type of conclusion to
be suggested for the impact an ELC project can have on a student's confidence. The last area
measured, plan (or lack thereof) after graduation, resulted with one student claiming to have a
"plan" but the other student without one. It is difficult to determine whether a student's
involvement in such a project can lead to a decided plan following graduation since my study
only had 2 student accounts to go by. Even though the survey data gives little hint to what type
of effect ELC projects may have on a student's confidence, network level, and ability to plan for
a career, the individual accounts from those student participants gives a little more meaning for
the ELC experience.
TABLEtS

Paraphrased Reponses from All ELC Participants Answering the Question
What difference would there be in you today if you did not take part in the ELC
project?
•

Would be nowhere near as comfortable with presentations
etiquette to use when presenting recommendations

•

or know the proper

to business professionals.

Would not have nearly as much confidence when interviewing or communicating
with upper level management
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TABLE 16

Paraphrased Reponses from All ELC Participants Answering the Question
"What was gained from your ELC experience that could not be gained from any
other student activity or internship?"
•

How to effectively communicate

and collaborate

among team members and with the

client
•

In addition, you learn how to deal with adversity and how to effectively overcome it.

•

The ability to work on a real business project where the team is judged on how well
the recommendations

actually fit the business needs of the company, instead of just

being given a letter grade. It really puts things into perspective

and gives you the

"know how" to move forward.

Based on the results and findings from the individual interviews, it is fair to say that ELC
projects provide students with a unique skill set that cannot be duplicated by taking part in
another such experience. The data numbers themselves do not seem to give a fair or accurate
account as to the effect an ELC project can have on a student's confidence and ability to map out
a career plan. Since only 2 surveyed students took part in an ELC project, it's hard to determine
why their survey results didn't quite match up to their answers given during the one-on-one
interviews. Both students seemed to have good experiences in the semester they completed their
respective ELC projects, and it could just be that these 2 students have not realized the benefits
of such an experience quite yet-thus

the reason the numbers do not correlate to high levels of

confidence and definite plans for their careers after graduation. Unlike other such experiences,
some students may feel ELC projects are just another class to earn credit for and do not realize
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the opportunities for advancement and growth that could be right there for the taking. Time can
only tell, yet as more management students take part in various ELC projects I think the benefits
of these experiences will come to surface. For now, there is not enough evidence to draw
conclusions as to whether or not an ELC project is a determining factor in increasing a student's
confidence or guiding one's path for career development.
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Involvement in More than One Outside the Classroom Experience

The information and survey results throughout my research were all based on
involvement in just one outside the classroom experience. Some students; however, have had the
chance to partake in multiple experiences. It is quite common for students to believe that the
more experience and activities they join the better chances they will have for success down the
line. Is this statement valid and hold truth? The following analysis will determine if involvement
in more than one outside the classroom experience is more beneficial for students (in terms of
confidence levels and career development), than involvement in just one single type of
expenence.

Original Study on Results from Survey on Multiple Involvements:
Like the analysis provided for each type of involvement (i.e. internships and study
aboard), the data for students involved in more than one experience will consist of measures on
confidence levels, number of networks created, and availability of plan following graduation.
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TABLE 17
Students that Experienced More than One Outside the Classroom Experience
(Students that did not Experience More than One Outside he Classroom
Experience)
Student Data
Numbers

N=9
(N=15)

Percentages

Responding/Total
Confidence
Level
Plan After
Graduation
Networks> 7

8/9
(6/15)

7/11
(9/15)

Average (FOR CONFIDENCE
LEVEL) with 1 Being Very
Unconfident and 7 Being Very
Confident
5.56
(5.53)

88.9%
(40%)
55.6%
(60%)

Students involved in more than one activity scored on average a 5.56 confidence level
(with 1 being very unconfident and 7 being very confident), which measures a student's current
confidence at the time the survey was distributed. Students that are not involved or were only
involved in one outside the classroom experience scored an average of 5.53 for their confidence
level. There is really no difference in these two numbers, which starts suggesting that a student's
confidence level will not be higher just by having more involvement. The next area of
comparison is the number of networks created by students based off their involvement outside
the classroom. The percentage of students involved in more than one activity and had 7 or more
networks was 55.6 %, compared to 60% for students that experienced 0 or 1 outside the
classroom involvement opportunities and had 7 or more networks.
As was mentioned throughout, the number of networks cannot be truly indicative of a student's
level of confidence and ability to have a plan upon graduation, but the fact that the percentage is
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smaller for students who have more experiences is startling. Usually, the more a student
experiences, the more networks available for the taking. Obviously, in my study this is not the
case, but again it cannot be determined how effective these networks are for each student.
The last area to be looked at is a student's plan, or lack thereof, at this point in time.
About 89% of students that experienced more than one outside the classroom activity claimed to
have a set plan for after graduation. This compares to only 40% of students that experienced 0 or
1 such activity that have a definite plan after graduation. This is the only category that really
seems to separate those students that experienced more than 1 type of involvement to those who
had not, giving way to the notion that the more experience a student has, the more likely the
chances are of that particular student having a plan of attack at the end of senior year. Despite the
high percentage though, when comparing students just solely on internships (90.9%) or study
abroad experiences (100%), the percentage of students with a plan following graduation is lower.
Overall, the data and percentages for students with multiple experiences do not seem too
promising for an overall higher confidence level and career development. The data is almost
identical in both the areas of confidence level and number of networks, which shows that
involvement in more than one experience gives no such advantage over students that had zero or
one expenences.
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Conclusion

All four outside-the-classroom

opportunities can enhance a student's confidence and

career development. Each experience is unique and this became very evident throughout my
research. Whereas internships provide students the tangible work and labor to determine if such
work is a good fit for an individual, studying abroad gives way to the development of an
individual and his or her ability to value and work with various individuals that may share
different cultures and beliefs. Both a management student organization and ELC project allow
students to work as a team to figure out how each individual's contributions and skills can be
used most effectively to complete the task. An ELC project though takes this practice one-step
further and brings in a real company to practice on. Even though all four opportunities can be
very beneficial to a student's overall progression, it is completely up to the student to take full
advantage of each opportunity.

Internships and ELC projects usually have a guiding principle or

leader/manager that will usually push and make sure students are making the most out of the
opportunity. Joining a management organization and studying abroad are more hands off from an
authoritative perspective; it is really the student that decides how they want the opportunity or
experience to turn out. This concept is reflected in the overall numbers and percentages
calculated from the student surveys and is an important point that must be taken into account
when looking at how each experience contributes to a student's confidence level and career
development.
Students with internship experience had on average a higher confidence level and a much
higher percentage for a plan after graduation than students without any internship experience.
Based on many accounts from the individual interviews, internships give students that sense of
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accomplishment and the "I know I can do this type of work in a real world setting" attitude upon
completion of the experience. Having an internship also seems to set the direction for a student's
career and makes that decision much easier than may have been conceived before such an
experience. Overall internships seem to have numerous benefits that can really go a long way for
a student's confidence and career direction.
Studying abroad seems to build up student's confidence level more so than any other
experience. Unlike an internship experience that provides a renewed confidence in ability to
perform a job or task, studying abroad gives way to that inner confidence and confidence in
one's self about "who you are" and "what your values mean". This type of confidence cannot be
duplicated by any other experience, and the ability to learn outside of one's home country seems
to propel a student forward and makes it much clearer how to link one's values to a career. Even
though my research only had three student accounts to go off, all three gave excellent
contribution to the point being made that a study abroad experience is somewhat of an intangible
element that provides numerous benefits that cannot be found elsewhere.
Membership in a student organization can be thought of almost as an "all or nothing"
type of approach. Based on the surveys and individual accounts some students reported being
able to take away many skills and abilities from the experience, while others did not. This
experience relies heavily on the student to make the most of being a member. I believe this to be
the reason why the percentages and numbers calculated fromstudent's

organizational

involvement were almost equal. Some students took advantage of the leadership opportunities
within these organizations and found ways to increase skills and abilities, which in tum leads to
more confidence and usually opens the door for more opportunities for one's career. Other
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students just joined to say they were a part of an organization, yet did little to make more of the
experience and took away little or nothing from the membership.
ELC project experience is the most difficult student opportunity to draw conclusions
from after analyzing the survey information. With only two student accounts, it's very difficult to
draw any conclusions and both students were on opposite ends when comparing their confidence
level and "plan" after graduation. Although those numbers seemed inconclusive, the accounts
from the individual interviews gave strong evidence to the fact that ELC projects really help
students understand how to work effectively as a team and interact with professional with upper
level management. As I stated in the ELC section, it may be the case where students just have
not had the chance to apply those skills from various ELC projects and that those abilities may
be more useful after an initial job is acquired.
One of the three main factors explored in more research was level of professional
networks formed at this current point in time. Heading into this project, I felt that a student with
more networks would be better positioned and have an easier time figuring out a career path. It
turns out that the results from level of networks in relation to each experience proved to be very
inconclusive. A factor that wasn't taken into account was the richness or effectiveness of each
network, which would have been a better indicator of career development than just the number of
networks.
My research did conclude the fact and disprove the notion that more involvement is better
for a student's confidence and career path development. When compared with single experiences
such as internships and studying abroad, the numbers were far inferior for students with multiple
experiences. This is an important point for students to realize as they decide which opportunities
to take on because quality is more important than quantity.
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Overall, both internships and studying abroad seem to be sure ways of increasing a
student's confidence and help with the decision making process concerning one's career. By
taking advantage of either opportunity, a student is in a good position moving forward. Student
organization experience can be just as effective in terms of helping increase a student's
confidence and career development, but it requires a strong motivation and desire from the
student to take full advantage of such an opportunity. ELC projects are still in the beginning
stages when compared to how long internships, study abroad, and student organizations have
been around; however, the benefits are there for the taking and the opportunity seems to be
growing as a way to increase confidence and sense of plan concerning one's career now and into
the future.
After looking back on my 4 years in the College of Business and gathering information
from other current senior organizational management majors, I feel I have come up with an
effective plan of action for students to take during their time in the college. Obviously this is not
the only plan student can take to have success, but it will more times than help students reach
where they want to be by the time graduation comes around. The different experiences and
opportunities I talked about throughout my research paper really do not present themselves to
students until the junior year. At this time, numerous internships will open up, different ELC
projects will become available, and membership into a student organization can be granted.
Trying to take on all three of these experience at once is not very feasible, so here is what
a student should look for when deciding which of these opportunities to grab. A student should
try and find an internship or ELC project that sparks interest, and will also allow for the
development of skills that are necessary for a career in a desired industry. Although any
internships or ELC project will be beneficial, its makes more sense to find an opportunity that
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will compare to an initial job upon graduation. It's important to "test drive" your possible career
to make sure it's the right fit for you. Either experience, whether it's an ELC or internship, will
prove to be most beneficial, especially if it can be completed before senior year. Many of the
experiences learned can be applied to the concepts taught in the classroom and this can enhance a
students' learning to a higher degree than for students with no experiences to share or think
about. Involvement in one such experience can do wonders for a student moving forward and
deciding upon which career is most desired.
I believe all students should at join at least one student organization and try it out, even if
it is just for a semester. Students will be shocked at the various ways student organizations can
help build leadership and communication skills. Also, looking at the 4 different experiences,
membership in a student organization requires the least work. Again, students can make the most
of their membership, as the opportunities are there for the taking. If an internship or ELC project
does not pan out, I would say it is almost a MUST to become a member of at least one student
organization. Even if a student is not taking on a specific leadership role within the organization,
there are still many chances to network with alumni and peers, as well as gaining a better
understanding of the management field of study.
The one experience that is usually there for the taking freshman through senior year is
studying abroad. I would argue that such an experience would prove to be more beneficial as an
upperclassman when students begin to learn about global business practices, but the amount of
knowledge and appreciation for different cultures is always useful despite the year in school a
student may be in. Another reason to wait until junior year to study abroad is because the College
of Business helps finance students' expenses. The college understands the importance of students
studying abroad and is the reason why they try and make the experience as cheap as possible.
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Especially if a student is thinking about a career in international management, a trip to a different
country with a different culture can be a very advantageous decision, and could be more
beneficial than an internship or ELC project.
I hoped that by completing this capstone project that I would be able to provide some
helpful advice and ideas for the Management Department moving forward to help future
organizational management students. Every single student surveyed agreed that the management
department and the College of Business, as a whole, succeeded in making them aware of the
different opportunities available to get involved and take that next step forward outside of the
classroom. Not all students have jobs lined up or have a definite plan after graduation, although
much of that can be contributed to the slow economy, but all students feel the college has done
its part in introducing students to the next stage in life.
Students did have a couple of suggestions for both the Management Department and the
college as a whole in ways that they could better promote different experiences. Some students
believed that if different organizations were talked about in some of the introductory classes, that
students might have a better sense of involvement within those organizations once junior year
comes around. Also, students felt that hearing student accounts about their organizational
experiences is the best way to get new members to join an organization. They felt having time
during classes to talk about and share experiences in these organizations could make them more
effective and increase membership. Currently, professors usually only allow a few minutes at the
beginning of a class for a student representative to talk about the organization they're involved
in, and students don't feel this is the best way to promote student organizations. Many students
felt pretty strongly about membership in student organizations and suggested the idea that
membership should be mandatory in at least one student organization. Although this may be
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difficult, it may be something the Management Department may want to work towards in the
future.
As for other opportunities, such as internships, ELC projects, and study abroad, students
felt that more motivation from the management department could help the attendance rates of
these experiences. Students do feel they are self-motivated, but feel that an extra push from the
management department could really give them the final push that would lead to more of a
searching for such opportunities that would benefit them in the long run.
Those are a few of the suggestions from the student feedback. Overall it seems the
underlying framework of the Management Department is relatively strong and being noticed by
its students. Students believe in and feel confident that the management department will guide
them forward and make sure the necessary experiences are offered that will allow them to take
the next step in life. That is something the Management Department should be proud of, as their
efforts and labors are paying off for their students and paving the road for future successes.
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Survey Questions

Name:

ZID#

_

1) Which outside the classroom activities were you involved in throughout your time in the
College of Business?

2) Please rank the activities in order of how important you feel each one is to a student's
confidence and opportunity to obtain a desired job upon graduation. (1 being the most
important and 7 being the least important)

__
__
__
__
__
__
__

Study abroad opportunity
Being a member of a MGMT student organization
Having a leadership role as a part of a MGMT student organization
Being a team member on an ELC project
Internship experience
Attending Speaker Events
Other (please list)

3) Why do you believe the activity you ranked #1 in the question above is the most crucial
for a student's confidence and ability to obtain a desired job

4) What are the 3 most important characteristics that you believe a student gains from the
opportunities listed in question #2?

5) Do you have a job lined up upon graduation? If so with which company? How did you
decide upon this company? (or if going straight to graduate school please state why that
path was chosen instead)
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6) How many different networking opportunities do you feel have opened up to you since
you were accepted into the College of Business. (Please circle one)

0-1

5-7

2-4

7 or more

7) Where do you believe your confidence level lies right now? (Please circle one)

Very Unconfident

Not confident

Somewhat unconfident

1

2

3

Neutral Somewhat confident

4

Confident

VeryConfident

6

5

7

8) Would you agree that the College of Business succeeded in making you aware of the
different opportunities available to get involved and take that next step forward outside of
the classroom? (Please circle one)

Strongly disagree

Disagree

2

Somewhat disagree

3

Neutral

Somewhat Agree

Agree

Strongly Agree

4

5

6

7

9) In what ways could the COB been better in the way it promoted outside the classroom
activities?
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Questions asked to Selected Students during Individual Interviews

•

How did being involved within the College of Business help you make the decision and
make it clear that grad school was the next step?

•

Upon completion of your internship(s) how did you feel?

•

What do you feel student organizations (such as SAM) provide for students that no other
activity does?

•

Why did you rank internships ahead of the other student activities you were involved in,
such as student organization and speaking events?

•

Why did you choose to study abroad?

•

What is one thing you felt you learned from studying abroad that cannot be learned
through any other activities?

•

If you didn't study abroad, would your confidence level still be the same level as it is
today?

•

What was gained from your ELC experience that could not be gained from any other
student activity or internship?

•

What difference would there be in you today, if you did not take part in the ELC project?
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